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Near the end of summer 2008 22 Simpcw First Nation elders in the community of 

Chuchua 55 km north of Kamloops participated in a series of interviews focused on the 

status of the forests and the berry picking areas they use.  Their stories about their own 

past use of fire and their observations on the effects of different forest management 

practices on culturally valued understorey plants form a key part of a study of the effect 

of fire, logging, and various silviculture treatments on these plants. The study matters to 

them not only because it documents what past practices were and what current practices 

do to their valued plants.  The study also asks them how important their plants are 

compared to logging, which also provides economic benefits to communities in the area.  

Can logging co-exist with managing for plants and if so, how?   

 

The study began in 2007 and was described in more detail in LINK Vol.9, Issue 3 2008.  

Funded by the BC Forest Investment Account–Forest Science Program (FIA–FSP), the 

work is being done by a research team from the School of Resource and Environmental 

Management at Simon Fraser University in collaboration with the Simpcw First Nation, 

the Kamloops Indian Band (KIB), Simon Fraser University’s Kamloops campus, and the 

University of Toronto’s Faculty of Forestry. It focuses on the mountain pine beetle 

affected forest tenures in the Montane Spruce biogeoclimatic zone, which are licensed to 

the Tk’emlupsemc Forestry Development Corporation (TFDC) and also form part of 

Simpcw traditional territory. The TFDC manages the licenses on behalf of the KIB, and 

their RPF, Jim McGrath, initiated the idea for the research. Charli Fortier, a Simpcw First 

Nation member and also an undergraduate student at Simon Fraser’s Kamloops campus, 

is one of the researchers, supervised by Dr. Marianne Ignace, an SFU anthropologist. 

Leading the research with elders is Julia Gaiana, supervised by Dr. Evelyn Pinkerton at 

Simon Fraser.  

 
The general opinion among elders is that the forest’s ecology has changed in the last few 

decades, resulting in a significant decrease in number and quality of wild fruits and 

vegetables found in the forests’ understorey layer. Several elders believe that climate 

change, free range cattle, and forest management practices have negatively affected the 

growth of these plants, which they value and use as consumable goods or for 

aesthetic and spiritual purposes. According to many elders, forested areas that had been 

affected by fire (either naturally occurring wildfires or prescribed fires) are preferred 

destinations for berry picking in summers following the fire.  First Nations knew that fire 

was an essential element in maintaining a healthy forest ecosystem, as Elizabeth Eustache 

reflects:  “Nature knows how to take care of herself. Fire will clean all the dense 

unhealthy plants and make the soil more fertile for new ones to grow back. That is how 

nature heals herself.”   

  

Although the benefits of fires to understory plants was common knowledge among First 

Nations families, the use of fire as a tool to manage culturally valued plants in forest 

settings was not a skill common to all families. Only a few families kept knowledge of 



using low intensity fires to keep sections of the forest open for sunlight and avoid 

overgrowth of shrubs.  Moreover, because of the changing climate, several of the elders 

interviewed expressed their concern about implementing prescribed fires in the MSdm 

zone, fearing that the warmer climate, the drier soils and fuel build-up may increase the 

risk for high intensity wildfires such as those that occurred in 2003.  

 

 


